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BIRLINN LTD 

WRITTEN SUBMISSION 

As Managing Director of one of Scotland’s largest publishers, Birlinn Ltd, I have had 

cause on numerous occasions to engage with Scotland Excel and it’s procurement 

processes. We have now largely ceased to do so since it is apparent there is little 

point. The most recent procurement document pertaining to Scottish books was the 

tender for supply to Scottish Schools and public libraries. The combined multi-million 

spend entrenched in this contract represents a very significant part of the total book 

purchasing within Scotland. It represents therefore potentially a commitment to 

entrench and promote Scottish cultural material within our educational and library 

system. Publishing Scotland and myself made exactly this request of Scotland Excel. 

The response received from Hugh Carr, Head of Strategic Procurement is as follows: 

‘EU procurement directives do not allow public sector organisations to show 

preference for any particular type of supplier when tendering or awarding a 

framework.  In addition councils have a statutory duty to obtain best value 

from their procurement spend under the Local Government in Scotland Act 

2003’ 

Mr Carr does go onto say however that local councils need not purchase within the 

framework and there are specific derogations which allow them to prioritise  (within 

limitations) how purchase is done. 

I have three comments to make here: 

 Scottish cultural production is almost by definition produced within Scotland. 

Mr Carr is therefore stating with absolute clarity that promotion and protection 

of Scottish culture, not simply will not be included as part of these tenders, but 

will be specifically excluded (most Scottish publishers of course produce 

largely for the Scottish interest sector of the market). It is also untrue to state 

that the EU enforces this, as the ability to derogate on cultural grounds is 

clearly stated in the legislation. 

 Having specifically eliminated protection for Scottish cultural interest from the 

core tender, Mr Carr does concede that there may be cases when councils 

need to purchase outside the core tender. We are therefore at the mercy of 

the independence of local authorities with regard to this. It is only fair to say 

that the pressure on local councils to purchase through the tenders is very 

substantial and the methodology of purchasing outside often rendered as 

complex as possible. 

 While UK suppliers may, and indeed do, supply Scottish material, there is not 

valuation or validation of their service or their effectiveness in so doing. 

So to be absolutely clear, the Scottish government and by extension it’s agencies: 

 Refuses to put the protection of Scottish cultural interest into its tenders 

 Actively rejects any notion of the possibility of this. 
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 And by so doing effectively enhances the ability of much larger tenderers 

from south of the border who, freed from the need to compete on range, 

can simply compete on price. 

I would suggest that such an approach is both antithetical and deeply destructive to 

both Scotland and what Scottish government should be about. I note that 

procurement is designed to achieve an open tender. The vast bulk of Scottish 

cultural material is produced within Scotland by companies dedicated to that end. 

There is therefore no one else by definition who can compete. Thus the approach of 

Scotland Excel is both redundant and futile. 

The second area which I wish to comment on is the extension of procurement into 

areas where it has absolutely no business being. The aim of procurement is the 

purchasing of product where the state is the end user. There are however many 

instances where the state is not the end user. Two obvious examples here are 

Historic Scotland and Visit Scotland where procurement processes are used to 

choose suppliers for retail outlets. The result is that book purchasing on a huge scale 

is being done through a very small number of suppliers – all aggregators 

(wholesalers) the aim being to arrive at a maximum throughput through two or three 

suppliers. This is the absolute antithesis of how the book market operates throughout 

Scotland where book supply is done through a much larger number of suppliers and 

very often direct, to create a constant flux of competition and ensure multiple lines of 

supply. It goes without saying that best terms can always be got by going direct to 

suppliers and not operating through wholesale. The result for public sector 

organisation is both limiting on range and terms. It has been stated privately to me 

that they are well aware that procurement does not need to apply to purchase for 

retail operation. However they simply choose to apply it regardless of its complete 

unsuitability. Procurement should be restricted to the purposes for which it is 

intended and not be allowed to spread into areas which it is completely unsuitable for 

and which are merely about the enhancement of the power of the procurement body. 

It should surely be clear to the Scottish government that if it wishes to operate in the 

commercial marketplace then the best method of so doing is by following the 

practises of those already in that market place and not imposing a bureaucratic 

process unknown to any other retailer. 

The third area on which I wish to comment is corporate governance. Scotland Excel 

appears to operate under the control technically of all of Scotland’s local authorities. 

Should one have a complaint or comment one is required to comment to all thirty 

two. As will be immediately obvious such a governance system is a method of 

avoiding any responsibility and any real governance of the organisation whatsoever. 

It is effectively autonomous and judge and jury in its own actions. In any other 

organisation this would be a quite unacceptable modus operandum. Why is it 

acceptable to the Scottish state? 
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There are many other comments I could make but I will restrict myself to these core 

areas. 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Birlinn Ltd 

3 November 2013 

 

Updated 22 November 2013 

ANNEXE  

On reading the bill I note that the Scottish government still persists in using the UK 

government definition of a SME as anything up to 250 employees. Since some 99% 

of Scottish businesses fall within this category, this both renders any statistical 

analysis using SMEs in procurement as meaningless and any statement as to 

support for SMEs as essentially worthless. Equally since there appears to be no 

geographical commitment any support for SMEs could be entirely to English based 

SMEs and this would  (apparently) be regarded as entirely satisfactory when of 

course the withdrawal of support within a local economy could have a devastating 

impact. Clearly for meaningful comparisons then meaningful measurements need to 

be adopted. Secondly the level of business given to (meaningfully evaluated)SMEs 

needs assessed. It is all very well saying that a SME has qualified for supply but that 

does not mean they will in fact supply. Ergo percentages need to be a component of 

measurement. 

My second additional point is that procurement must be ‘fit for purpose’. It is entirely 

appropriate to have a complex procurement process for a complex and expensive 

project. What is not appropriate is to apply exactly the same process to a small 

transaction whose nature means that it is counterproductive in terms of price. In the 

case of book supply the procurement process for one book in terms of administration 

etc is the same as that for a bulk order. It is little wonder that Scottish government 

book supply for contracts worth in total over £50 million pounds has reduced the 

numbers of Scottish owned suppliers to three small businesses, two of them now 

almost certainly marginal in terms of supply volumes 

MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Birlinn Ltd 

22 November 2013 

 

 


